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Nudestix Gel Color Lip and Cheek Balms 
Stacie	|June	2	

I love me some NUDESTIX lip and cheek pencils!  I was lucky to be able to try the 

brand new Gel formula.  I’ve been a huge fan of the brand for quite some time and this 

new formula is right up there with the others.  I find these pencils to be extremely 

convenient.  Each one comes in its own matte black metal tin.  Inside the tin are 

instructions for application, a nice large mirror, a sharpener and a lip pencil. 

The gel color lip and cheek balms are available in 8 different shades.  Each pencil 

retails for $24.  They’re available at several retailers including Sephora, Urban Outfitters 

and Beautylish. 

The formula is described as an über-moisturizing lip balm with rich color and gel 

shine. Formulated with over 30% super-hydrating lip-protecting plant oils Gel Color Lip + 

Cheek Balm offers vibrant color with smooth coverage. The gel polymers provide a 

fresh, wet gloss without stickiness. 

Each NUDESTIX comes in a matte black tin. 
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The new NUDESTIX Gel Color Balm formula. 

 

 
The pencils make application precise and easy. 

 

 
Swatches of the 3 shades that I reviewed.
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Haven NUDESTIX – a pretty nude color 

 

 

Pulse NUDESTIX – a plum nude 
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Luxe NUDESTIX – a coral pink nude 

Verdict:  I love the ease of application of these lip pencils. They also have a huge 

convenience factor, which I love.  They multi task because they can be used on the lips 

and the cheeks (like all of the NUDESTIX lip products).  They have nice color payoff, 

however they don’t last super long on me.  With that being said, they do last much 

longer than typical lip balms which completely disappear immediately.   These are super 

hydrating to my lips and don’t feel heavy.  I recommend these lip and cheek pencils, 

especially for use on-the-go!  I will definitely be purchasing some of the bolder shades in 

the future. 

*PR Samples.  All opinions are mine and are not influenced by anyone else. 

 
http://makeupobsessedmom.com/2016/06/nudestix-gel-lip-cheek-

balms.html?utm_source=ReviveOldPost&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=Revive
OldPost 

	


